This study is performed to examine the influence of Current Ratio (CR) and Total Debt to asset (DAR) variable to Before Tax Profit Growth to manufacturing company.

The sampling technique used in this research is purposive sampling by several criteria, those are (1) the manufacturing company has the end of accounting period on December 31; (2) the manufacturing company listed period (2008 until 2011); (3) the manufacturing company has not negative the before tax profit period (2008-2011); (4) the manufacturing has not exharges name period (2008 until 2011).

The result of this study shows that the data has fulfill test hipotesis the classical assumption, test normalitas, test multicolinearity, test autocorrelation, test heteroscedasticity.

By the regression analysis, found that partially Current Ratio (CR) have a positive significant to profit Growth of manufacturing companies. While Total Debt to Asset (DAR) variable doesn’t have influence to Profit Growth.
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